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Abstract
Radio detection of Ultra High Energetic Cosmic Rays and Neutrinos (UHECRv) which hit the Moon has
been investigated in recent years. In preparation for near-future lunar science missions, we discuss technical
requirements for radio experiments onboard lunar orbiters or on a lunar lander. We also develop an analysis
of UHECRv aperture by including UHECv events occurring in the sub-layers of lunar regolith. It is verified
that even using a single antenna onboard lunar orbiters or a few meters above the Moon’s surface, dozens
of lunar UHECRv events are detectable for one-year of observation at energy levels of 1018eV to 1023eV.
Furthermore, it is shown that an antenna 3 meters above the Moon’s surface could detect lower energy
lunar UHECR events at the level of 1015eV to 1018eV which might not be detectable from lunar orbiters or
ground-based observations.
Keywords: UHECRv, Cosmic Rays, Cosmic Neutrinos, Lunar Lander, Lunar Orbiter, Space
Radio Experiment
1. Introduction
Radio emission from the cascades of energetic
particles has been studied intensively in recent
years. Particle accelerators such as Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLAC) produces radio emis-
sion from particle cascades (Saltzberg et al., 2001),
(Belov et al., 2015). Along with lab experiments,
radio experiments for studying the cosmic energetic
particles in air showers and on the lunar surface are
being developed. These experiments help to inves-
tigate the fundamental questions about the UHE-
CRv such as their origin and the acceleration mech-
anism. The Moon has been long known as a de-
tector for UHECRv events. The unique proper-
ties of Moon regolith such as very low conductiv-
ity and low attenuation makes it an ideal environ-
ment for detection of coherent radiation based on
∗Corresponding author
Email address: amin.aminaei@physics.ox.ac.uk (A.
Aminaei)
the Askaryan Effect (Askaryan, 1965). We refer to
this radio emission, also known as Cherenkov-like
radiation, as Askaryan radiation through the pa-
per(as stated in (James et al., 2011) and (ter Veen
et al., 2010)). Askaryan radiation is spread over
a broad spectrum covering microwave frequencies
(GHz band corresponds to cm wavelengths) in di-
electric solids, but it may also reach a peak at lower
frequencies within tens of MHz (Scholten, 2007).
Most of radio UHECRv experiments at MHz regime
operate, however, at frequencies higher than 100
MHz where dispersion in the Earth’s ionosphere,
and the Galactic background noise, become low.
Also the dimension of antennas becomes reasonably
smaller at higher frequencies. In our analysis fre-
quencies of 1.5 GHz and 150 MHz represent the
GHz and MHz frequency regimes. From theoretical
estimates (Zas et al., 1992) and the SLAC exper-
iments (Saltzberg et al., 2001) can be understood
that the dominant mechanism for producing lunar
UHECRv radiation is charge excess. This is mainly
Preprint submitted to TexExchange August 8, 2018
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due to the absence of strong magnetic fields, such
as the Earth’s magnetic field, which is a key ele-
ment in radio emission of air showers. The impact
of energetic charged particles with lunar regolith
generates electromagnetic pulses which develop and
propagate as a cascade of electric currents through
the layers of lunar regolith and lunar exosphere.
Antennas onboard lunar orbiters, a lunar lander or
a ground-based array can detect these events by
measuring corresponding electric fields (also known
as the lunar Askaryan technique (Dagkesamanskii
and Zheleznykh, 1989)). In this paper we general-
ize the analytical methods in the literature for cal-
culating the UHECRv apertures of ground based
arrays so it can be used also for lunar orbiter ex-
periments as well as for antennas on the Moon’s
surface. For the latter we modified the method and
included the events occurring in the sub-layers of
lunar regolith. The results are used to estimate the
number of events that can be detected for various
radio experiments for a one-year observation.
• Radio Experiments of Lunar UHECRv Emis-
sion
• Analysis of Lunar UHECRv Events
• Categorization of Lunar UHECRv Events
• Technical Requirements of Future Lunar Radio
Experiments
• Summary and Conclusion
2. Radio Experiments of Lunar UHECRv
Emission
Radio detection of lunar UHECRv emission is
limited by antenna sensitivity which depends on the
effective collecting area of antennas. Thus large
ground-based antenna arrays provide the highest
sensitivity, however, the measured electric field of
lunar UHECRv emission is weak because of the dis-
tance. Another limiting factor is the physical area
of the Moon which is illuminated by antennas. As
shown in Fig.1, the physical area depends on the
beamwidth of the antenna and its distance from the
lunar surface. The larger the area the higher chance
of detection of lunar UHECRv events. A probabil-
ity function then relates the physical area to the
actual aperture for detection of UHECRv events.
The probability function depends on the electro-
magnetic properties of UHECRv. It also depends
Figure 1: Observations of lunar UHECRv events using
ground-based, lunar orbiter and Moon’s surface radio ex-
periments. Dimensions are not to scale.
on system parameters that we will shortly present.
There are various experiments capable of detection
of Lunar UHECRv events (Bray, 2016). We com-
pare the expected outcome of the LOw Frequency
ARray (LOFAR) (Horandel et al., 2009) and the
Square Kilometer Array (SKA) (Bray et al., 2014)
telescopes with observations from a lunar orbiter
or the lunar surface (e.g. antenna onboard a lunar
lander).
2.1. Lunar UHECRv Experiments
Orbital Low Frequency ARray (OLFAR ) (Ben-
tum et al., 2009) and Lunar Orbiter Radio Detector
(LORD) (Gusev et al., 2006), (Raybov et al., 2016)
are examples of planned Lunar Orbiter Observa-
tions of UHECRv events. We analyze the UHE-
CRv detections from different altitudes and com-
pare the expected results with results of simulations
of UHECv events from a tripole antenna at 100
MHz onboard lunar orbiter satellites (Stål, 2007).
For observations of UHECRv events on the lunar
surface, the analysis is done for an individual an-
tenna onboard a lunar lander. It is based on the
preliminary analysis (Aminaei et al., 2013) of the
Lunar Radio eXplorer (LRX) experiment. LRX is
a dedicated radio experiment initially designed for
the proposed European lunar lander mission. LRX
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includes a tripole antenna and a sensitive digital
receiver in the frequency range of 5kHz-100MHz.
The experiment was designed to observe radio emis-
sions on the lunar surface including UHECRv ra-
diation. Technical requirements and science cases
of LRX are described in (Klein-Wolt et al., 2012;
Zarka et al., 2012).
An individual antenna is used for both the lunar
orbiter and the lunar surface experiments in this
study. The analysis can be extended for multiple
lunar orbiter antennas or for an array of antennas
on the Moon’s surface.
For all observations, UHECRv events can be de-
tected if the maximum electric field of Askaryan
radiation is equal to or greater than the mini-
mum electric field detectable by the receiver. For
Askaryan radiation, we use the formula presented
in (James and Protheroe, 2009) and (Gayley et al.,
2009). Furthermore, we extend the analysis by ap-
plying formulas in (James and Protheroe, 2009) for
both the lunar regolith and sub-regolith. Based on
these formulas, the electric field caused by Askaryan
radiation depends on the energy of particles, the
distance from the observer and frequency of ob-
servation. The minimum detectable electric field
is defined (Gorham et al., 2004) by characteristics
of the antenna and receiver, and electromagnetic
properties of the dielectric (e.g. lunar regolith and
sub-regolith).
min = Nσ.(2kb)
1/2.(
Tsys
Ae ∆v
)1/2 . (
Z0
nr
)1/2 (1)
The dependence of the minimum detectable elec-
tric field (min,V/m) on system parameters and lu-
nar environment is shown in Eq.1. Nσ is the mini-
mum number of standard deviations needed to re-
ject statistical noise pulses and is set to 5 in our
analysis and kb is Boltzmann’s constant. Tsys is sys-
tem noise temperature, Ae is the effective collecting
area of the antenna(s) and ∆v is the bandwidth of
the receiver. In the last term Z0 and nr represent
characteristic impedance (Z0 = 377 Ω) and the re-
fractive index of the lunar surface respectively. The
radiation transmission occurs when the ray reaches
the surface at an angle of incidence which is big-
ger than the complement of the Cherenkov angle
(θc = cos−1(1/nr)). For plane waves, the transmis-
sion rate is defined with the transmission coefficient
(t||) as follows: (Williams, 2004)
t|| = (nr. cosβ/ cosβ0.(1− r2||))0.5 (2)
Where β is the angle of incidence to the Moon’s
surface normal and β0 is the angle of refraction rel-
ative to the normal (outside the Moon’s surface)
as the rays pass through the Moon’s surface into
free space or through the sub-regolith into the lu-
nar regolith. r|| is the field reflection coefficient
and the polarisation is assumed to be in the plane
of incidence. A further numerical technique has
been developed in (Williams, 2004) to convert this
plane-wave transmission coefficient to the coeffi-
cient which meets the criteria for UHECRv rays
within the observed solid angle.
A constant approximation of t|| = 0.6 has been
used in (Gayley et al., 2009) which we also used for
our analysis.
2.2. Frequency of UHECRv Observation
UHECRv radio emission covers a broad fre-
quency range from kHz to GHz regime. Ground
based radio experiments of UHECRv are common
in MHz bands. LOFAR, SKA Low and Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT lower band, Nu-
Moon (Scholten et al., 2009)) are examples of MHz
radio telescopes for detection of lunar UHECRv
events. SKA Mid2, the higher band of the WSRT
array, the Goldstone Lunar Ultra-high-energy Neu-
trino Experiment (GLUE, (Gorham et al., 2004)),
the Lunar Ultra-high-energy Neutrino Astrophysics
with the Square Kilometre Array (LUNASKA,
(James et al., 2010)), the Radio EVLA Search
for Ultra-high-energy Neutrinos (RESUN, (Jaeger
et al., 2010)) and Five-Hundred-Meter Aperture
Spherical Radio Telescope (FAST) (Nan et al.,
2011) are examples of GHz experiments for UHE-
CRv events. A series of past and near-future lunar
radio experiments for detection of UHECRv events
are described in (Bray, 2016).
In this study, we analyse the UHECRv events with
the energy of 1015eV to 1023eV. This energy level
is in accordance with the discovery of the PeV neu-
trinos by IceCube (Aartsen et al., 2013a), (Aartsen
et al., 2014), where the possibility of the existence
of neutrinos with energy above 100 PeV is now be-
ing considered. The corresponding physics includ-
ing the cross-section of this regime of neutrinos are
discussed in the literature. (e.g. (Marfatia, Mckay
and Weiler, 2015))
We use frequencies of 150 MHz and 1.5 GHz as in-
dicators of UHECRv observations in MHz and GHz
bands. These are the same frequencies used in the
reference papers (Gayley et al., 2009) and (Jeong
et al., 2012).
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Lunar UHECRv events at low frequencies also
have been investigated using numerical methods
(Stål, 2007), (Gusev et al., 2006).
In our analysis, the bandwidth (B.W.) is roughly
set to 13% of central frequency (fc) (20 MHz for
fc of 150 MHz and 200 MHz for fc of 1.5 GHz).
The antenna in this analysis is assumed to be a
simple resonance antenna, which is optimised at its
central frequency. Thus only a narrow bandwidth
would allow for a widebeam and omnidirectional ra-
diation pattern in this design. Using this antenna
at a broader bandwidth requires additional compo-
nents for impedance matching. Also at a broader
frequency range, side-lobes appear in the radiation
pattern, which makes the calibration complicated.
Coherent Askaryan radiation is the dominant radio
emission generated by the UHECRv events at both
frequency regimes. For a lunar lander antenna, sur-
face waves are the main mechanism for propagation
of the radiation of those events which occur at a far
distance on the Moon’s surface. At low frequencies,
kHz up to a few MHz, transition radiation might be
also important as the emission mechanism (Sinha
and Datta, 2012) for upcoming neutrinos interact-
ing very near the lunar surface.
The selected frequency band at 150 MHz is within
the optimum frequency window where the wave-
length is of the order of the length of the shower.
As a result, it produces a more isotropic UHECRv
radio emission (Scholten, 2007).
2.3. Antenna and Receiver
A tripole antenna is a preferred choice for
individual antennas onboard the lunar orbiter
satellites and lunar lander (Stål, 2007; Klein-Wolt
et al., 2012). It consists of 3 co-centred orthogonal
dipoles which enables it to detect signals in all
directions. In principle, a single tripole antenna
is capable of localising radio emissions with a few
degrees resolution (Chen et al., 2010) . Considering
half-wavelength (resonance) dipoles as the optimal
design, the length of dipoles would be around
1 m for fc of 150 MHz and 10 cm for fc of 1.5
GHz which make them suitable for space-based
experiments. In contrast, the large size of antenna
at kHz frequencies could be an issue for lunar
missions. The exact length and orientation of
antenna should be optimised based on the lunar
environment and system characteristics.
In our analysis for onboard antennas, the gain of
the antenna is set to 1 so antennas are assumed
to be omnidirectional. The corresponding Ae in
Eq.1 then becomes Ae = λ2/4pi where λ is the
wavelength of the operational frequency. This
assumption simplifies the calculation of Eq.1
otherwise Ae becomes a complicated function of
the antenna gain and should be calculated for each
frequency over the entire bandwidth.
The receiver sensitivity is identified with the
minimum detectable electric field. We apply the
formula (Eq.1) presented in (Gorham et al., 2004)
and (Gayley et al., 2009). For the 150 MHz band,
the dominant system noise in the selected B.W.
is Galactic noise and it varies between 820◦ K
(for 100 MHz) and 142◦ K (for 200 MHz)(Oberoi
and Pinçon, 2005). In the meantime, the Moon’s
noise temperature varies in a wide range from 130◦
K to 400◦ K (Pugacheva and Shevchenko, 2000)
which also means that only Extreme Temperature
Electronics (ETE) can be operational on the
Moon’s surface. By using a Low Noise Amplifier
(LNA) which typically has a noise figure below 1.5
(equivalent to noise temperature lower than 120◦
K ) at the first input of the receiver, the dominant
noise is usually Galactic noise at MHz regime. In
our analysis, the Galactic noise temperature at
central frequency (294◦ K, 150 MHz) has been
used as the system noise. This is roughly equal to
the noise temperature of a receiver with a noise
figure of 3 dB. With noise temperature of 294◦
K, the minimum detectable electric field for the
receiver becomes 2.63 µV/m per MHz which can
be improved by using more antennas. For 1.5
GHz the dominant noise temperature is generated
by electronics and depends on system design and
operating environment. For our analysis at 1.5
GHz we used a conservative receiver temperature
of 300◦ K, roughly the same as amount of the
dominant noise at 150 MHz. The corresponding
minimum detectable electric field for a receiver at
1.5 GHz becomes 8.41 µV/m per MHz, which is
more than three times at 150 MHz. Therefore only
UHECRv events at higher radiation amplitude are
expected to be detected at 1.5 GHz. As we will
see this is reflected in the event rate predictions
of the two frequency regimes. For ground-based
observation, minimum detectable electric field is
set at 0.01 µV/m per MHz, a typical number
which has been used in (Gayley et al., 2009) and
(Jeong et al., 2012). For simplicity, we assume the
bandwidth and Tsys of such an array to be the
same as those for a lunar lander or lunar orbiter
antenna. (Tsys=294◦ K and B.W.=20 MHz for
150 MHz, Tsys=300◦ K and B.W.=200 MHz for
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1.5 GHz). This gives the collecting area of the
array as 22100 square meters for 150 MHz and
2255 square meters for 1.5 GHz. It should be
noted that the same sensitivity can be achieved
with a smaller collecting areas if a broader B.W. is
used. For instance, by using the B.W. of 100 MHz
at a central frequency of 150 MHz, the collecting
area can be reduced to 4420 square meters. For
a frequency of 1.5 GHz and B.W. of 0.5 GHz,
the collecting area of 902 square meters would be
needed to reach the sensitivity of 0.01 µV/m per
MHz. In tables 1 and 2, a summary of receiver
parameters in GHz and MHz used in this study is
shown. In the next section the analysis method
and results for UHECRv events are discussed.
3. Analysis of Lunar UHECRv Events
3.1. Lunar Cosmic Ray Events
We use the method developed in (Jeong et al.,
2012) for detection of UHE Cosmic Rays collid-
ing with the Moon. Cosmic Rays, containing en-
ergetic primary particles, unlike neutrinos, can not
penetrate through the lunar regolith, therefore, CR
events only occur on the lunar surface. The radio
emission then propagates mostly through the lunar
exosphere where radio wave attenuation can be ne-
glected. The calculation is based on UHECR aper-
ture which is the physical aperture illuminated by
the antenna times a probability function. Here we
show it as PCR(E) and it is the probability of CR
interaction with the Moon’s surface which produces
Askaryan radiation in the aperture. PCR(E) de-
pends on the frequency of observation, Askaryan ra-
diation characteristics and lunar environment prop-
erties including refractive index. It also includes
the contribution from smooth surface and surface
roughness. The formula for UHECR aperture is
presented in (Jeong et al., 2012) and we use it for
different experiments as follows. For the lunar lan-
der, the antenna is assumed to be 3 m above the
lunar surface which was the height of the ESA lu-
nar lander planned for LRX. For lunar orbiters, re-
sults for an individual antenna at altitudes of 100,
500 and 1000 km from the lunar surface are shown.
Also, results for ground-based arrays are shown for
two frequency regimes. We use the same sentiv-
ity taken from Eq.1 for individual antennas but the
field of view (FoV), and as a result the area of the
Moon’s surface covered by a lunar lander antenna
or the lunar orbiter antennas, depends on the dis-
tance of antenna from the Moon’s surface. In the
next section the corresponding aperture for each
case is calculated.
3.1.1. Aperture, Flux Density and Event Rate of
UHECR Events
UHECR Apertures at 1.5 GHz vs. energy are il-
lustrated in the top plot of Fig.2. For all results the
apertures are a small portion of the actual aperture
of Moon’s surface illuminated by antenna:
Ap = A0 . PCR(E)(km
2.Sr), A0 = 2pi . piR
2
0(km
2.Sr) (3)
Where R0 is the radius of lunar surface which is
covered by antenna radiation pattern. An omni-
directional pattern is assumed for antennas on the
Moon’s surface. For lunar orbiter and ground based
antennas, it is assumed that the surface is illumi-
nated with the antenna main-lobe so the gain is
constant over the whole beamwidth. Under these
conditions R0 depends on the distance of antenna
from the lunar surface and can be calculated us-
ing simple geometry. Maximum R0, Rap, for var-
ious distances are included in table 3. Detectable
UHECR events can occur within a radius ofR0 from
the point where antenna is vertically mapped to the
lunar surface. Therefore the total aperture is inte-
grated over A0(r).PCR(E, r) where r varies between
0 and Rap. (See Appendix A)
Although physical aperture increases at larger
distances, Askaryan radiation at the position of the
antenna becomes weaker due to the distance. As
a result, the detection of UHECR events is a com-
promise between the distance of antenna and size
of aperture. This has been reflected in simulated
results in Fig.2. The apertures are shown via en-
ergy of cosmic rays in a broad range from 1018
eV to 1023 eV. The possibility of the detection of
UHECRv events increases with the primary energy
of events, however the detectable aperture is lim-
ited by the physical aperture of the Moon’s surface
which is illuminated by the antenna. This is par-
ticularly the case for antenna at 3 m height whose
aperture is almost constant over a broad range of
energy (Fig.2 and Fig.3). As distance increases,
lower energy events become undetectable but the
size of aperture increases significantly. At energies
of 3 × 1020eV and higher the aperture reaches a
threshold as the radius of aperture becomes com-
parable to the lunar radius. Therefore antenna on
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Radio Observation fmin fmax B.W. f0 Emin(V/m/MHz) Frequency Band
Lunar Lander 1.4 1.6 0.2 1.5 8.41× 10−6 GHz
Lunar Orbiters 1.4 1.6 0.2 1.5 8.41× 10−6 GHz
Ground-based array 1.4 1.6 0.2 1.5 1× 10−8 GHz
SKA1 MID2 0.950 1.760 0.81 1.355 2.1× 10−9 GHz
Table 1: Receiver parameters of radio UHECRv observations in GHz band. Frequencies and bandwidths are in GHz.
Radio Observation fmin fmax B.W. f0 Emin (V/m/MHz) Frequency Band
Lunar Lander 140 160 20 150 2.63× 10−6 MHz
Lunar Orbiters 140 160 20 150 2.63× 10−6 MHz
Ground-based array 140 160 20 150 1× 10−8 MHz
SKA1 LOW 50 350 300 200 1.4× 10−9 MHz
LOFAR 110 130 20 120 6.62× 10−9 MHz
Table 2: Receiver parameters of radio UHECRv observations in MHz band. Frequencies and bandwidths are in MHz. Emin
LOFAR is calculated from the array parameters in Scholten (2007).
Distance from Moon Rap(km)
Lunar Lander: 3 m 3.23
Lunar Orbiters: 100 km 565.46
500 km 1095
1000 km 1343
Ground-based array: 380000 km 1738 (Moon’s Rad.)
Table 3: Radius (Rap) of physical area on the Moon’s sur-
face in the field of view of omnidirectional antennas at vari-
ous distances from Moon.
lunar orbiters at order of 500 km -1000 km would be
the optimum distance for detecting lunar UHECR
events. In Fig.2 apertures of ground-based obser-
vation and SKA Mid2 (190 SKA antennas) are also
shown for comparison. In the bottom plot, the cor-
responding flux limits of the above experiments are
shown. The illustrated flux results (E2crΦcr) repre-
sent the detectable flux densities of UHECR events
for a 1-year observation for 90% confidence limits
(e.g. (Stål, 2007)).
The same method has been used to extract aper-
tures for UHECR events at 150 MHz. Results are il-
lustrated in Fig.3. Comparing with Fig.2, it can be
seen that aperture at higher energy levels is propor-
tional to the square of wavelength. (Ap ∝ λ2). The
curves of detectable CR events are slightly shifted
towards the lower energy levels at GHz band. For
instance, this is seen for the aperture of a ground-
based array with the same sensitivity where at 150
MHz the detectable events begin around 6×1020eV
compared with 1020 eV for 1.5 GHz. Similar to the
apertures at 1.5 GHz, there are small changes in the
size of the aperture at distances higher than 500 km
which makes it an optimum distance for radio ob-
servations of lunar UHECR events at 150 MHz.
In the bottom plot of Fig.3, corresponding flux lim-
its of various experiments are shown and simulated
results are compared with the expected outcome
for 30 days of UHECR observation with LOFAR.
In both frequency regimes, the events with energy
lower than 1019 eV can only be detected by antenna
on the Moon’s surface.
Using calculated apertures and standard flux densi-
ties of UHECR, it is possible to estimate the event
rate of each experiment. Here we use predicted flux
for the occurrence of UHECR presented in (Abra-
ham et al., 2010). The model and expected event
rates for various lunar observations are shown in
Fig.4. The model is for UHECR with energy level
between 1017 and 1021 eV. At this range of energy of
UHECR and using calculated apertures, expected
detectable event rate are calculated. The results are
shown for two frequency regimes (1.5 GHz in blue
and 150 MHz in red) for a 1-year observation. By
comparing the number of expected events per year,
it can be seen that no UHECR events using Earth-
based observation with (Emin = 0.01µV/m/MHz)
within this window of energy would be detected.
Also from the UHECR flux in Fig.4 one would ex-
pect that most of the expected events has an en-
ergy in the range of 1017 to 1018 eV where the flux
density is high. The lunar lander antenna becomes
particularly important for detection of lunar cosmic
ray events at lower energy range where other exper-
iments can not detect these events due to the weak
signal. We will discuss this in details in 4.1.
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Figure 2: Top, Apertures of UHE Cosmic Rays for individual antenna onboard a lunar lander 3 m above Moon’s surface
and onboard lunar orbiters at altitudes of 100 km, 500 km, 1000 km with a sensitivity of 8.41 µV/m/MHz, also for ground-
based array with the sensitivity of 0.01 µV/m/MHz. Results are compared with the aperture of SKA Mid2 (reproduced from
(Bray et al., 2014)). See table 1 for receiver parameters. Bottom, corresponding flux limits of UHE Cosmic Rays for a 1-year
observation at 1.5 GHz.
3.2. Lunar Cosmic Neutrino Events
We modified method in (Gayley et al., 2009) to
analyse lunar neutrino events (UHECv) for various
experiments. Here are the main assumptions:
- Es = 0.2.E
For neutrino events only 20% of energy of neutrinos
is converted to the hadronic shower while Es = E
for Cosmic Rays (e.g.(Bray, 2016)).
Similar to Cosmic Rays, an aperture is defined
based on the physical aperture covered by antenna
radiation pattern and a possibility of the occurrence
of UHECv events:
Ap = A0 . Pv(E)(km
2.Sr), A0 = 4pi . piR
2
0(km
2.Sr)
(4)
While for UHECR only downward CR are tak-
ing into account, both upward and quasi-horizontal
downward neutrinos are effective so a full sphere
(4pi) solid angle is applied for calculation of UHECv
apertures. Similar to cosmic rays, contribution
from surface roughness is included in Pv(E) as it
scatters the radiation for surface events. Results of
analysis show that at selected frequencies the ma-
jor contribution is from downward neutrinos. This
is consistent with results of ground-based observa-
tions in (Gayley et al., 2009). More recent stud-
ies suggest that small-scale surface roughness could
have greater contribution in some UHECRv events
but on average, the contribution of surface rough-
ness would be small (James, 2013).
For an antenna 3 m above the lunar surface, we
add the possibility of UHEv events occurring in
the lunar sub-regolith. This is done using the for-
mula presented in (James and Protheroe, 2009) and
by taking into account the attenuation of radio
wave propagation through the lunar regolith. Typ-
ical numbers for refractive index of lunar regolith
(nr=1.73) and sub-regolith (nr=2.5) (James and
Protheroe, 2009), (Olhoeft and Strangway, 1975)
have been used in the aperture calculation. This
corresponds to dielectric constant (r) of 3 and 6.25
respectively. For attenuation, the loss tangent of
0.01 (tan(δ) = 0.01) (Carrier et al., 1991) is set
and the depth of regolith is assumed to be 10 m
(Shoemaker and Morris, 1969). We chose loss tan-
gent and depth of regolith as extreme cases to es-
timate the maximum attenuation of Askaryan ra-
diation when passing through the lunar regolith.
The attenuation reduces the maximum electric field
of Askaryan radiation of sub-regolith. The sub-
regolith aperture is calculated similar to the re-
golith aperture but the roughness effect has been
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Figure 3: Top, Apertures of UHE Cosmic Rays for individual antenna onboard a lunar lander 3 m above Moon’s surface and
onboard lunar orbiters at altitudes of 100 km, 500 km, 1000 km with a sensitivity of 2.63 µV/m/MHz, also for ground-based
array with a sensitivity of 0.01 µV/m/MHz. Results are compared with the aperture of SKA Low (reproduced from (Bray et al.,
2014)). See table 2 for receiver parameters. Bottom, corresponding flux limits of UHE Cosmic Rays for a 1-year observation
at 150 MHz. Results are compared with flux limit of LOFAR for a 30-day observation (reproduced from (Scholten, 2007)).
eliminated. This is because that sub-regolith radi-
ation could face multiple internal reflections before
reaching the surface therefore the effect of rough-
ness over the whole aperture becomes complicated.
The calculation for sub-regolith, therefore, repre-
sent lower limits to the apertures but as discussed,
the roughness effect has a small contibution in cal-
culation of the apertures. The total aperture for
UHEC neutrinos then becomes a virtual sphere
which covers both events on the lunar surface and
those which occur inside the lunar regolith. The de-
tails of calculation are explained in Appendix A. In
this analysis only the attenuation of the direct path
between lunar sub-regolith and antenna is taken
into account. However, the radiation generated in a
cascade shower could in principle face multiple re-
flections through sublayers and the antenna might
receive a superposition of radio emission in various
directions. This could be particularly significant
for distant lunar observations where contributions
from multiple cascades of Askaryan showers result
in a global radiation, which would be different from
individual local radio emission. This is the case
for the effect of sub-layers of the Moon regolith for
both lunar orbiter and ground based experiments.
The analysis requires further investigations and we
leave it for future study.
3.2.1. Aperture, Flux Density and Event Rate of
UHECv Events
Apertures of lunar UHECv events at 1.5 GHz
for various distances are shown in Fig.5. Com-
pared with UHECR apertures at the same fre-
quency, UHECv apertures have been roughly de-
creased by the order of 100, but it follows a similar
trend. For an antenna 3 m above the lunar sur-
face and sensitivity of 8.41 µV/m/MHz, aperture
covers the entire range of energy from 1019eV to
1023eV. As opposed to CR aperture, the aperture
increases almost linearly from about 0.001 km2Sr
at the energy of 1019eV to 10−1km2Sr at the en-
ergy of 1023eV. For 100 km distance, detectable
events begin at 6 × 1020eV. As the orbiter dis-
tance increases, only energetic UHECv events at
higher levels become detectable so that for 1000
km the detectable events begin around 2× 1021eV.
For Earth-based arrays with a sensitivity of 0.01
µV/m/MHz, detection of UHECv events begins at
energy of 5×1020eV. Similar to UHECR apertures,
lunar orbiter experiments at 500 km and 1000 km
distance approach a constant level at the highest
energy level. As a result, it seems that this range
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Figure 4: Top, predicted UHECR flux model (reproduced from (Abraham et al., 2010). Bottom, prediction of number of
events for 1-year observations of UHE Cosmic Rays for antennas onboard a lunar lander 3 m above the Moon’s surface and
onboard lunar orbiter satellites at altitudes of 100 km, 500 km, 1000 km and Earth-based antenna array (all marked with
yellow circles). Results are shown for both frequencies of 150 MHz (Red) and 1.5 GHz(Blue).
of altitudes is an optimum distance for lunar ob-
servations of UHECRv events. In the bottom plot
of Fig.5, corresponding flux limits of UHECv aper-
tures for a 1-year observation are plotted. For
comparison, the flux limit of SKA Mid2 (see ta-
ble 1 ) for 1000 hours of observations is also plotted
(Bray et al., 2014). Similarly, aperture and fluxes
of lunar UHECv events at 150 MHz vs. distance
are shown in Fig.6. Similar to CR, neutrino aper-
tures are proportional to the square of wavelength
at higher energy levels (Ap ∝ λ2). The minimum
energy level of detectable neutrino events are also
slightly shifted as the frequency changes. For in-
stance, UHECv events at 100 km become detectable
at 1021eV at 150 MHz compared with 5 × 1020eV
at 1.5 GHz (the receiver parameters are available
in Tab.1 , Tab.2 ). For Earth-based array, this is
also the case where UHECv events can be observed
from 3× 1021eV at 150 MHz and 4× 1020eV at 1.5
GHz (with array sensitivity of 0.01 µV/m/MHz).
The maximum aperture at highest energy levels ap-
proaches a constant level for altitudes of 500 km and
1000 km. The aperture of SKA Low is illustrated
(Bray et al., 2014) in the plot for comparison. In
the bottom plot of Fig.6 , corresponding flux lim-
its of UHECv events at 150 MHz for a 1-year ob-
servation are plotted. Flux limits of LOFAR (30
days) (Scholten, 2007) and SKA Low (1000 hours)
(Bray et al., 2014) observation are shown in the
plot. It should be noted that data for SKA array
only covers the antennas at phase I. For instance,
the SKA2 MID2 will use 1,500 SKA antenna dishes
(Bray et al., 2014). Also the flux limit for an in-
dividual antenna at 100 MHz for 1-year observa-
tion at 100 km and 1000 km on a lunar orbiter
is shown (Stål, 2007). The results of (Stål, 2007)
have been calculated using a numerical Monte Carlo
method and the antenna parameters are different.
As is expected, however, the aperture increases with
the wavelength, and as a result the flux of UHECv
events at 150 MHz approaches a lower limit com-
pared with the one for 100 MHz.
Similar to (Stål, 2007), the expected lunar UHECv
event rate for 3 models of neutrino process is pre-
sented in Fig.7. Neutrino flux models are repro-
duced on the top plot. The Greisen-Zatsepin-
Kuzmin (GZK) model predicts GZK neutrinos
which have a limit of about 5× 1019 eV. GZK neu-
trinos are generated during the UHECR interaction
with Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) via the
secondary pion decay process. The detection of
neutrinos at the GZK limit are important because it
justifies the observations of UHECR with energies
above the GZK limit (Engel et al., 2001). Topologi-
cal Defects (TD) (e.g. (Bhattacharjee et al., 1992))
and Z-Burst processes (e.g. (Weiler, 2003) ) are
the suggested models for the existence of neutrinos
with energies well beyond the GZK limit. The lim-
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Figure 5: Top, Apertures of UHE Cosmic Neutrinos for individual antenna onboard a lunar lander 3 m above Moon’s surface
and onboard lunar orbiters at altitudes of 100 km, 500 km, 1000 km with a sensitivity of 8.41 µV/m/MHz, also for ground-
based array with a sensitivity of 0.01 µV/m/MHz. Bottom, corresponding flux limits of UHE Cosmic Neutrinos for a 1-year
observation at 1.5 GHz. Results are compared with the aperture of SKA Mid2 for a 1000-hour observation(reproduced from
(Bray et al., 2014)). (See table 1 for receiver parameters).
its of recent neutrino observations are illustrated in
Fig.7. Z-Burst model, however, is ruled out by re-
cent observations therefore for calculation of the oc-
currence of Z-Burst neutrinos, we apply the limit of
ANITA-II (ANtarctic Impulse Transient Antenna)
observations (Gorham et al., 2010). The ANITA-
lite v flux limit (Barwick et al., 2006) is well above
the ANITA-II limit and is not shown in the figure.
Also, the flux density models are not affected by the
limits of IceCube (Aartsen et al., 2013a) and Auger
(Aab et al., 2015) experiments. Based on the mod-
els, UHECv event rates are calculated for 1.5 GHz
and 150 MHz observation. Results are illustrated
vs. distance of antenna to the lunar surface. For
1-year observation at 1.5 GHz (bottom left), ob-
servations of GZK and TD neutrinos are unlikely
for all experiments. Considering ANITA-II limit,
Z-burst neutrinos (the most energetic events) are
only expected to be detected by a lunar orbiter an-
tenna and an Earth-based array.
For 1-year observations at 150 MHz (bottom right),
detection of GZK neutrinos is not expected for all
experiments. However, for an antenna 3 m above
the lunar surface the event rate is 0.1. Thus an ar-
ray of a hundred antennas on the lunar surface, for
instance, would provide an ideal experiment for de-
tection of this interesting regime of neutrinos. TD
neutrinos are only detectable for low distance ex-
periments from the Moon (3 m, 100 km and 500
km). With applying the limit of ANITA-II obser-
vations to Z-Burst model, several hundred of lu-
nar UHECv events are predicted for one-year ob-
servation of a lunar orbiter antenna or an Earth-
based array. Overall, it seems that 150 MHz would
provide a reliable window for radio observation of
lunar UHECRv events. For Earth-based observa-
tions GHz band could be preferred as the effects of
the Earth’s ionosphere such as dispersion becomes
less important (Gorham et al., 1999). It should be
noted that the distances from few meters above the
Moon’s surface up to few tens of kilometer (which
is the typical altitude of lunar orbiter satellites) are
not realizable for lunar UHECRv experiments.
3.3. Validation of the Method
To examine the validity of the analysis, a com-
parison of the method used in this article has been
made with the existing models to calculate the
apertures of lunar UHECRv events for SKA-Low.
Results are shown in Fig. 8 where curves on top
(in blue) are the lunar UHECR apertures predicted
for SKA-Low. The dashed curve in blue is taken
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Figure 6: Top, Apertures of UHE Cosmic Neutrinos for individual antenna onboard a lunar lander 3 m above Moon’s surface
and onboard lunar orbiters at altitudes of 100 km, 500 km, 1000 km with a sensitivity of 8.41 µV/m/MHz, also for ground-based
array with a sensitivity of 0.01 µV/m/MHz and SKA Low (Bray et al., 2014)). Bottom, corresponding flux limits of UHE
Cosmic Neutrinos for a 1-year observation at 150 MHz. Results are compared with aperture of SKA Low for a 1000-hour
observation(reproduced from (Bray et al., 2014)), LOFAR, 30 days observation (Scholten, 2007), individual antenna at 100
MHz at 100 km and 1000 km lunar orbiter for 1 year obaervation (Stål, 2007). (See table 2 for receiver parameters)
from (Bray et al., 2014) which shows a max of 30%
difference with the results of our simulation at 1020
eV. Between 1020 eV and 1021 eV the difference be-
tween the two curves decreases, and at 1021 eV two
curves approach the same point at 8 × 105 km Sr.
For energies higher than 1021 eV the data for the
existing model was not available. The lower curves
(in red) compare two models for detection of lunar
neutrinos using SKA-Low parameters. It can be
seen that the calculated lunar UHECv aperture is
in good agreement with the existing model (Bray
et al., 2014) between 3 × 1020 eV and 1 × 1023 eV.
The difference is that the UHECv events are not
detectable at energy levels lower than 3 × 1020 eV
according to our analysis, while the energy limit for
the existing model is 5× 1019 eV. Possible explana-
tion is that a full Monte Carlo simulation is used in
(Bray et al., 2014) where includes differential cross-
sections in which sometimes 100% of the neutrino
energy would be converted to a hadronic cascade
as opposed to 20% for our analysis. It also should
be noted that the detectable aperture becomes very
small and non-practical at the level of 5 × 1019 eV
in our study.
3.3.1. The Angular Spread of the Observations
For all observations, a spherical symmetry is as-
sumed so that the UHECRv events are detected
randomly without specifying any preference over
the viewing angle. In our analytical method, only
the hadronic showers caused by a CR/ first inter-
action in the lunar regolith are considered. In prin-
ciple, UHECRv events could also be detected by
the second interactions. Examples are an upcom-
ing UHECv event interacting in the regolith, with
a secondary muon or tau. Also an initial neutral
current interaction followed by a second interac-
tion which could generate a secondary shower. Such
a secondary shower is defined in the Monte Carlo
simulation used in ANITA experiment (Mercurio,
2009). It, however, should be noted that the ex-
pected apertures only increase if the first UHECRv
interaction is out of the antenna view. This scenario
is ruled out in our analysis since in both lunar or-
biter and lunar lander observations, the antenna is
assumed to be an omnidirectional antenna with a
wide-beam radiation pattern.
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Figure 7: Top, Predicted fluxes for GZK neutrinos (Engel et al., 2001), Topological Defects (TD) and Z-Burst processes
(Semikoz and Sigl, 2004). Also limits of recent neutrino observations: ANITA-II (Gorham et al., 2010), Auger (Aab et al.,
2015) and IceCube (Aartsen et al., 2013a). Bottom, the expected events for a 1-year observation of lunar UHECv events. Event
rates are for observations at 1.5 GHz (left) and 150 MHz(right) and are plotted vs. distance of the antenna from the Moon.
4. Categorization of Lunar UHECRv Events
The categorization of UHECRv events presented
in this study is aimed at pre-data processing and
event triggering. This is particularly important for
lunar missions where data reduction is unavoidable
due to the limitations on the data transmission to
the Earth. The full analysis of events including par-
ticle composition and energy of events will be done
in post-processing and oﬄine data analysis when
data is received on Earth. For onboard processing,
digital beamforming and direction of arrival (DoA)
techniques are used for detection of the events.
4.1. Low Energy/ High Energy Events
An estimate of CR flux between 1015 eV to 1018
eV is calculated from the CR flux spectrum (Aart-
sen et al., 2013b). This energy range in the spec-
trum is important because it is located between the
regions known as Knee and Ankle and represents
the transition between galactic and extragalactic
cosmic rays. Due to the relatively low energy level
of cosmic rays at this window, the only antenna
on the lunar lander would be able to detect these
events. We extend the calculation for apertures of
lunar lander antenna at this region for both fre-
quencies of 150 MHz and 1.5 GHz. It is found that
with B.W. of 500 MHz at fo = 1.5 GHz and B.W.
of 50 MHz at fo = 150 MHz, detection of 3 and 5
lunar CR events per year would be expected at this
region. Corresponding flux densities and apertures
are illustrated in Fig.9. Although this is an interest-
ing science case for a lunar lander experiment, still
distinguishing these low energy events remains un-
solved. In the next section, the propagation of the
Askaryan radiation in the lunar regolith is studied.
4.1.1. Electric Fields of Askaryan Radiation for
Cascade Showers
We analyze the propagation of Askaryan radi-
ation in the lunar regolith. By solving Maxwell’s
equations in a dielectric medium such as the lunar
regolith one can find the variation of the radiated
signal versus time and location. Similar to (Hu
et al., 2012), an illustration of the analysis of the
Askaryan radiation in the lunar regolith is shown
in Fig.10. Jz and Jr are the vertical and radial
components of the current density. The current
is due to the impact of the energetic particles.
E(r,z,t) represents the variation of the Electric
field in space and time. For Askaryan radiation
the equations can be simplified as follows: In
this analysis cylindrical coordinates centred about
the cascade are chosen to adjust for longitudinal
and radial components. The lunar regolith is
assumed to be homogenous and the cascade shower
is symmetrical about the shower axis, therefore,
the dependency on φ disappears in Maxwell’s
equations.
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Figure 8: Simulation of lunar UHECRv apertures (solid curves) for SKA-Low using parameters in table 2. Results are compared
with the existing models (dashed curves) in (Bray et al., 2014).
Furthermore, Askaryan radiation is highly lin-
early polarised ( e.g. (Saltzberg et al., 2001)).
Therefore its electric fields have components only
in the radial direction and along the shower axis.
This would eliminate Eφ and magnetic field com-
ponents of Hr and Hz so the Maxwell equations
reduce to (e.g. (Hu et al., 2012)):
−∂Hφ/∂z = .∂Er/∂t+ σ.Er
1/r.(∂(rHφ)/∂r) = .∂Ez/∂t+ σ.Ez
∂Er/∂z − ∂Ez/∂r = −µ.∂Hφ/∂t
(5)
Where  is the dielectric permittivity and µ is the
magnetic permeability and σ is the conductivity of
the lunar regolith. The general solution to above
equations can be written as separable functions
(Jackson, 1998):
Hφ(r, z, t) = f1(r) . f2(z) . f3(t)
f3(t) = exp(jωt)
f2(z) = exp(−γz)
γ = α+ jβ
(6)
Where ω is the angular frequency, α is the at-
tenuation constant, β = 2pi/λ is the propagation
constant and
f1(r)=c1 . J1(K1r) + c2 . Y1(K1r)
c1 and c2 are constants and J1(K1r) and Y1(K1r)
are Bessel’s functions of the first kind and second
kind, respectively.
Considering the Eq.5 and the derivatives of the
Bessel’s functions as:
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Figure 9: Lunar CR apertures at lower energies of 1015 eV to 1018 eV for antenna 3 m above the Moon’s surface. Apertures
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Figure 10: An illustration of the analysis of Askaryan ra-
diation in the lunar regolith. Jz and Jr are the vertical and
radial components of the current density. The current is due
to the peak radio emission generated at the impact point of
the energetic particles. E(r,z,t) represents the variation of
the electric field in space and time.
∂J1(r)/∂r = J0(r)− J1(r)/r
∂J0(r)/∂r = −J1(r)
∂Y1(r)/∂r = Y0(r)− Y1(r)/r
∂Y0(r)/∂r = −Y1(r)
(7)
The dependence of Ez to r is also a sum of the
Bessel’s functions as:
g(r) = c3.J0(K1r) + c4.Y0(K1r)
By solving Eq.5, Er and Ez become:
Er = γ/(jω+ σ) . exp(−γz) . exp(jωt) . f1(r)
Ez = exp(−γz) . exp(jωt) . g(r)
(8)
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and K1 is obtained as:
K1 = (ω
2.µ.+ γ2 − jω.µ.σ)0.5
The exact solution of Er and Ez depends on
source excitement, boundary conditions and elec-
tromagnetic properties of the medium (, µ and σ).
The constants in the above equations are identified
with these conditions. In addition, the fields should
be physically acceptable so that fields should have
finite values at r,z=0 and at r,z → ∞. Equations
8 provide a general picture of the behaviour of the
fields in time and space in a dielectric medium (e.g.
lunar regolith) when a cascade shower occurs. The
electric fields propagate along the shower axis and
are attenuated exponentially. The radial variation
of the electric field is identified by Bessel’s function
where decaying field waves develop inside the lu-
nar regolith. The details of a general solution to
Maxwell’s equations for this symmetrical geometry
can be found in the literature. (e.g. (Smirnov and
Valovik, 2013)).
4.2. Distinction of UHECRv Events in the Lunar
Environment
From the aperture analysis in section 3, it is un-
derstood that downward UHECRv events have the
most contribution in detectable cascade showers on
the lunar surface. As discussed in the literature
(e.g. (Jaeger et al., 2010) ), Cherenkov cones are
created by UHECRv travelling near-parallel to the
Moon’s surface. These UHECRv are not affected by
total internal reflection so can partially escape the
lunar regolith. This is the area where the Askaryan
radiation becomes detectable by antenna so it is im-
portant that the antenna has horizontal elements
parallel to the Moon’s surface. If a tripole an-
tenna is used, two crossed dipoles antenna could
be positioned in a horizontal plane parallel to the
lunar surface. The third vertical element would be
also required for the total 3D coverage of space and
would be used for DoA estimation and calibration.
When the Earth is within the line of sight of the an-
tenna, the radiation from Earth is received in the
horizontal plane so it is indeed advantageous that 2
out of 3 dipole elements are positioned in horizon-
tal plane (maximum of the radiation pattern at the
zenith) to avoid radio-frequency interference (RFI)
as much as possible.
For DoA measurement, a 3D coverage of space is
required. This can be done using 3 orthogonal an-
tenna elements to detect x, y and z component of
arrival signal. If the antenna is positioned on a
moving platform, which is the case for antennas on-
board a lunar orbiter, full Stokes parameters need
to be calculated to obtain DoA and polarization of
arrival signal. ((Cecconi and Zarka, 2005)). In gen-
eral, arrival signals have components in 3 dimen-
sions. However, UHECRv radiation is highly lin-
early polarised and one or two components might
be missing so the second set of an antenna in a
different position is highly desirable to localise the
received signals. Such a basic radio interferome-
ter can provide a degree spatial resolution(Aminaei
et al., 2014).
Various radio signals are detectable in the lunar
environment. In table 4 common radio emissions
in the lunar environment are compared with radi-
ation of UHECRv events. Impact of lunar dust,
charged particles, and micro-meteorites generate
radio pulses which cover a broad range of spec-
trum from kHz to GHz regime (Grimalsky et al.,
2004). It has local peaks at kHz regime which are
detectable by the antenna, Dust camera, and Lang-
muir probe(Klein-Wolt et al., 2012). Those events
occurring near the antenna generate pulses which
could be confused with UHECRv events for the
lunar surface observations. Radio emission from
planets (e.g. Jupiter and Saturn) peaks at fre-
quencies up to 40 MHz (Gurnett et al., 2004) and
solar bursts have a broad frequency spectrum up
to GHz band. These point sky sources can be lo-
calised by beamforming. Terrestrial noise includes
Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR in kHz band)
and man-made RFI (kHz-MHz-GHz bands). Their
effect is maximised on the Earth’s visibility and
should be removed by filters and post-data process-
ing. Also, the data should be extracted from the
Galactic background noise which is the global dom-
inant noise in MHz band. Considering these types
of radio emission in the lunar environment, the im-
portance of triggering the UHECRv events can be
understood better. Meanwhile, it should be em-
phasized that comparing to the Earth-based obser-
vation, the Moon enjoys much less man-made RFI
and it lacks an ionosphere preventing ionospheric
blockage and signal dispersion. Therefore, the lunar
surface is a favorite platform to observe UHECRv
events.
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5. Technical Requirements of Future Lunar
Radio Experiments
In this section, we present the basic system re-
quirements of a radio detector for lunar UHECRv
events. It is based on the receiver parameters of
our analysis which has been compared with those of
large radio array such as LOFAR (Scholten, 2007)
and SKA (Bray et al., 2014) in tables 1 and 2.
While for ground-based observation, the effects of
ionosphere could be the main challenge, for space-
based observation, the supplying power and data
transfer to the Earth will be the main issues. Here
we focus on the system requirements of space-based
radio detectors. For that, we start with the prelim-
inary design planned for LRX system and briefly
present the recent developments of space-based ra-
dio astronomy. Furthermore, we discuss how the
findings of this article might be applied to the sys-
tem design of future lunar experiments. Fig.14
shows the block diagram of a basic space-based ra-
dio experiment including the antenna, analog elec-
tronics, power supply, data acquisition and data
pre-processing unit. Data post-processing will be
done in the ground-based stations for transmitted
data. Power Supply Unit (DC-PSU) provides the
required power in terms of DC voltage for the active
components of analog and digital units. DC-PSU
typically consists of rechargeable batteries which
are charged by solar panels. It also includes Power
Distribution Unit, DC-PDU, and DC-DC Convert-
ers.
5.1. Antennas and Analog Electronics
According to Eq. 1, the system sensitivity de-
pends on the antenna collecting area and the band-
width. Antenna collecting area can be increased by
including more antennas in the array. It should be
noted that an increase of the length of individual
antenna elements would affect the performance of
antenna and would create side-lobes in the radia-
tion pattern.
Although by increasing the bandwidth, the receiver
sensitivity is improved but the bandwidth is lim-
ited by antenna characteristics. Ideally antenna
should have an omnidirectional pattern with the
minimum side-lobes over the whole bandwidth to
create the maximum aperture on the Moon’s sur-
face. If a resonance antenna is used the standard
filters and amplifiers can be used and a matching
network is not required. For 150 MHz, resonance
(half-wavelength) dipoles with the length of 1m can
be used in a tripole structure. For broadband ob-
servations at high frequencies, log periodic anten-
nas can be used. For instance, Lunar Orbital Radio
Detector (LORD) has two circularly polarized log-
periodic spiral antennas for UHECRv observations
in a spectrum window of 200-800 MHz. LORD is
planned to operate on a polar lunar orbiter space-
craft at 100-150 km altitude for one year and then
at 500-700 km for two years (Raybov et al., 2016).
Here we present a one antenna candidate for each
frequency regime. For 150 MHz, a tripole antenna
which consists of three orthogonal dipoles would be
a good choice. The length of a resonance dipole
at 150 MHz is 1 m which is comparable to the di-
mension of a lunar lander or lunar orbiter satellites.
Therefore the radiation pattern could be affected if
the antenna is mounted on a lunar lander or on a
satellite. Here a simple analysis of a tripole antenna
above the Moon’s surface is presented. Simulation
is done using cocoaNEC 2.0 software (Chen, 2012).
The far- field radiation pattern of a tripole antenna
in the presence of lunar regolith is illustrated in Fig.
11. The total length of each arm is 1m (resonance
antenna at 150 MHz) and the 3 dipoles are feed in
the centre with for antennas 2 and 3 of the tripole
are offset by 45 degrees phases (voltage sources of
16 0o V, 1 6 45o V, 16 − 45o V). The centre of
the tripole is 1 m above the Moon’s surface (half
wavelength at 150 MHz). This set up generates a
wide beamwidth as shown in Fig. 11. The Voltage
Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) of this antenna is il-
lustrated in Fig. 12 which shows the best matching
at 150 MHz with VSWR of 2.21. By increasing the
length and the distance of antennas from the lu-
nar regolith, side-lobes appear in the radiation pat-
tern. Adding a limited ground plane to the simu-
lated antenna using radial wires of the length of 2m
improves the VSWR to 1.71 but the beamwidth re-
duces. An antenna with limited ground-plane could
represent the antenna onboard a lunar lander or lu-
nar satellite orbiter, the dimesnion and materials of
the body of the lander/satellite, however, should be
known for exact radiation pattern simulation. The
near-field radiation pattern of a tripole antenna in
the presence of lunar regolith is illustrated in Fig.
13. The antenna has the same set up as for the far-
field and simulation is done using XNEC2c Antenna
Software (Kyriazis, 2005). The near-field radiation
pattern and the variation of the electric field in the
near-field from 0.5 m up to 4 m distance from the
tripole is shown in the figure. Also the current dis-
tribution across the dipole arms has been shown
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using colorbars. It can be seen that the near-field
radiation pattern is similar to the far-field pattern
although the max. gain is slightly higher for near-
field patten(4.25 dBi comparing to 3.81 dBi).
For antennas onboard lunar satellites at 1.5 GHz,
a helical antenna can be used. Using the formula of
a helical antenna in (Kraus and Marhefka, 2002) the
basic parameters of a helical antenna in the pres-
ence of a ground plane with dimension of at least 2
wavelengths is calculated. The antenna dimensions
(in GHz band), its circular polarization and half-
power beamwidth (HPBW), make helical antenna
a good choice for an antenna onboard a lunar or-
biter satellite for detection of UHECRv events. At
1.5 GHz, a ground plane with dimension of 2λ = 40
cm and bigger is suitable, which can be fairly ap-
proximated with the body of a satellite with this
size. For smaller ground planes, the radiation pat-
tern would partially be scattered. The typical he-
lical antenna parameters are summarized in table
5. At 1.5 GHz, such an antenna has a circumfer-
ence of 0.2 m with 5 turns and spacing of 4 cm
between turns. The 3dB bandwidth of the antenna
is 320 MHz, about 20% of the central frequency.
The antenna operation mode is axial mode and
the polarization is circular which can detect both
quasi-horizontal and vertical events. The HPBW
is 52 degree which covers the entire lunar aperture
for a lunar orbiter experiment at 1000 km distance.
The antenna input impedance of 140 Ω corresponds
to VSWR=2.77 which can be improved by using a
matching impedance. For localisation of the events,
at least three individual antenna is required. Local-
isation is part of the event detection and initially
excludes other lunar radio emission which is not oc-
curring in the lunar regolith from the likely UHE-
CRv events. The analog electronics typically in-
clude analog filter and low noise amplifier. If the
receiver is exclusively designed for UHECRv detec-
tion a band-pass filter is preferred. This will re-
move the unwanted radiations outside the selected
window. For instance, for a 150 MHz observation
using a resonance antenna, a bandwidth of 20 MHz
is expected. For observations at low frequencies
resonance antenna might not be used due to the
long length, therefore a matching network would
be required. Since matching network limits the
system bandwidth, non-matched dipoles have been
proposed for broadband observations (Arts et al.,
2010), (Rajan et al., 2016).
For broadband receivers, a filter after amplifier is
needed to remove the components of harmonics gen-
erated in the amplifier. The gain of the amplifier
varies based on the gain of the antenna and the
distance of antenna from the Moon’s surface. Since
antenna gain in space-based UHECRv experiments
is ideally low, the gain of the amplifier is rather
high (more than 20 dB) so the amplifier might be
designed in 2-3 stages. This is to meet the receiver
sensitivity requirements e.g. the minimum signal
level required for the ADCs (analog-to-digital con-
verters).
5.2. Data Acquisition and Data Processing Unit
The digital unit includes the data acquisition
(DAQ) and Data Processing Unit (DPU). The am-
plified signal is digitized by ADCs. The ADC sam-
pling rate should meet the Nyquist limit (fs >=
2f0) which fs is the sampling frequency and f0
is the frequency of observation. 10-bit ADCs are
planned for LORD Experiment with fs of 2 Gsps
(Raybov et al., 2016). The dynamic range of the
digital receiver can be improved by adding more
bits to ADCs at the expense of additional process-
ing time and power consumption. For each run of
data taking, the ADC is calibrated and the level
of input signal is adjusted by a gain controller. In
addition to Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) or
cross-correlation between input channels, the dig-
itized data can be channelised in the frequency
domain. This, for instance, can be done using a
Polyphase Filter Bank(PFB) which has been sug-
gested for a distributed space-based radio array
(Rajan et al., 2016). Compared to DFT, PFB is
more complex and roughly costs 1.5 times more
but it produces a relatively flat response across the
channels and prevents the leakage of the signals
in the nearby channels (Chennamangalam, 2014).
This factor is particularly important for RFI Mit-
igation (RFIM) while detecting weak astronomical
signals. It, however, has been argued (Bray et al.,
2014) that detection of a UHECRv radio pulse in
the order of nanoseconds is problematic after PFB
as it splits the radio signals over the multiple fre-
quency bands. In order to prevent that, an in-
vert PFB process with a minor loss of efficiency
can be applied to restore the time domain signal
for each beam (Singh et al., 2012). Alternatively,
a pre-selection of events can be achieved before
PFB in time series data. For instance, digitized
time-series data is sent to a temporary memory,
the buffer unit (Fig. 14). Depending on the duty
cycle of the antenna, the main data stream could
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Figure 11: Top, the variation of current in tripole arms. The central feed excitations are 1<0 degrees V, 1<+45 degrees V
and 1<-45 degrees V. Bottom, radiation pattern in azimuth (left) and elevation planes. Also the 3D radiation pattern of the
tripole in the presence of lunar regolith. The centre of the antenna is 1 m above the Moon’s surface and the total length of
each dipole is 1 m. Simulation is done using cocoaNEC 2.0 software(Chen, 2012)
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Figure 12: An illustration of the Smith Chart for the input impedances and VSWR of the tripole antenna in Fig. 11. Green
points are the normalized impedances of 140 MHz, 150 MHz and 160 MHz (top). Numbers along the diameter of the biggest
circle resemble the normalised resistance. Numbers around the biggest circle resemble the normalised reactance. Number 1 at
the centre resembles the VSWR =1 for the perfect antenna impedance matching. The analysis is done using cocoaNEC 2.0
software (Chen, 2012)
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Figure 13: Top, simulation of near-field radiation pattern (in dB) of a tripole antenna at 150 MHz in the presence of lunar
regolith. Bottom, variation of current in tripole arms. The central feed excitations are 1<0 degrees V, 1<+45 degrees V,
and 1 <-45 degrees V. Also the variation of electric field in the near-field from 0.5 m up to 4 m distance from the tripole. The
total length of each dipole is 1 m. Color code on the top is for the antenna current distribution (A) and the one on the bottom
shows the variation of the electric field (V/m). Simulation is done using XNEC2c Antenna Software. (Kyriazis, 2005)
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generate a large volume of data but only those se-
lected by the trigger are stored and sent for pro-
cessing. For a distributed antenna array, data is
synchronized using precise onboard clocks. For a
single tripole antenna, a common onboard clock for
3 input channels would be needed while for a dis-
tributed space-based array, each satellite needs a
clock. The choices of space-qualified clocks for such
an array are introduced in (Rajan et al., 2016).
It has been also discussed that in the presence of
RFI, the Effective Number Of Bits (ENOB) should
be greater than 12. For an observing frequency of
150 MHz, this matches to a Signal to Noise Ra-
tio (SNR) around 60 dB and requires a jitter tim-
ing of 1 ps and smaller (Rajan et al., 2016). This
makes the detectable signal well above the noise
level and the likely events can be triggered. Data
correlation and Pre-beamforming can be achieved
at this stage along with RFI mitigation. Various
methods of analog and digital beam-forming and a
combination of both analog and digital in a mul-
tiport Butler Matrix have been proposed for space
communications which also can be used for multi-
beam radio telescopes. For instance, a fully recon-
figurable Beam-Forming Network can be done us-
ing M × N control elements of the variable phase
shifters and attenuators. The network generates N
independent beams from M inputs of antenna el-
ements (Angeletti and Lisi, 2013). In parallel to
the channelised data (in the frequency domain),
snapshots of time series data can be sampled and
those corresponding to the selected events will be
stored (Klein-Wolt et al., 2012). The Earth’s trans-
fer data rate is usually very limited and varies be-
tween tens of kbps to few Mbps(e.g. (Rajan et al.,
2016)) depending on the Earth visibility and link
budget parameters. The volume of stored data can
be reduced by compression techniques in the data
processing unit before data is sent to the Earth.
For lossless compression, the compression ratio of
10 and higher has been reported for space missions
(CCSDS, 2013).
6. Summary and Conclusion
We examine the possibility of a radio detection of
lunar UHECRv events in two frequency regimes a
150 MHz and a 1.5 GHz. For the selected frequen-
cies, the analytical method is reliable for the whole
range of energy ((Gayley et al., 2009), (Jeong et al.,
2012)).
For future lunar missions, we ran a simulation using
a single antenna at different distances from the lu-
nar surface and compared the results with ground-
based observations. The method can be applied to
an array of antennas on the Moon’s surface or mul-
tiple antennas onboard lunar orbiters. The results
show that the size of UHECRv aperture depends
roughly on the square of the wavelength of observa-
tion. Therefore the chance of detecting UHERCv
events significantly increases in the MHz regime.
For the system requirements, the size of the antenna
depends on the wavelength of the observation so the
antenna will be shorter in GHz regime. However,
for the digital receiver, the sampling rate of dig-
itizer depends on the frequency bandwidth which
makes the digital processing in the GHz band more
complicated. Due to the large volume of digitized
data in GHz band, data transfer to the Earth could
be particularly problematic for ongoing lunar mis-
sions. Lunar UHECRv events in the low-frequency
regime (kHz to few MHz) are also possible and are
likely to be influenced by transition radiation as op-
posed to charge excess mechanism for the MHz and
GHz bands. kHz observation, however, is not prac-
tical for lunar missions due to the size of antennas
to be deployed in space or on the lunar surface.
For selected frequencies, the expected event rates
(Fig.4, Fig.7) for cosmic rays, GZK neutrinos and
TD neutrinos are consistent with the previous nu-
merical and analytical simulations in the literature
((Gusev et al., 2006), (Stål, 2007),(Gayley et al.,
2009),(Jeong et al., 2012)). However, the expected
event rate for Z-Burst cosmic neutrinos shows a sig-
nificant reduction after applying the limits of re-
cent observation (ANITA II, (Gorham et al., 2010)).
This predicts roughly fewer Z-Burst neutrino events
by 2 orders of magnitude for both frequencies. For
detection of lunar GZK neutrinos, an array of hun-
dreds of antennas on the Moon’s surface seems to
be the most probable choice, while for higher energy
levels (e.g. TD Neutrinos and Z-Burst Neutrinos),
lunar orbiter experiments at distances of 500-1000
km would provide the optimum position to observe
lunar UHECRv events.
We also evaluate the possibility of the detection of
neutrinos in the lunar sub-regolith by calculating
UHECv apertures. In this paper, we take this into
account only for lunar observation at 3 m distance
from the lunar surface, and find that an additional
contribution of 50% to 60% is expected from the
sub-regolith.
Our preliminary study shows that events occurring
in sub-regolith are also detectable as far away as
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Earth-based observations, since radiation attenu-
ation is very low in the lunar regolith and sub-
regolith. This would be an interesting topic for fu-
ture study to apply electromagnetic properties of
the lunar environment in relation to the detection
of Askaryan radiation due to the impact of UHE-
CRv.
We also investigate the propagation of Askaryan ra-
diation in the lunar regolith. Assuming that the
shower cascade generates upward and radial com-
ponents of the current density, the electric fields
will be decaying exponentially while propagating
towards the Moon’s surface. The radial propaga-
tion with a pattern of Bessel’s functions. Fig.15
illustrates a summary of lunar UHECRv radio ex-
periments and the effective parameters.
Appendix A. Calculation of the UHECRv
Apertures
Here are the modifications made to the analytical
methods used in (Gayley et al., 2009) and (Jeong
et al., 2012) for this paper. The main difference is
that for Earth-based observations the full Moon’s
surface is assumed to be illuminated by the an-
tenna, while for lunar orbiters and lunar lander ob-
servation only a portion of Moon’s surface can be
illuminated by the antenna. As opposed to Earth-
based observations, the antenna distance from the
Moon’s surface is comparable to the radius of the il-
luminated area. Therefore for the illuminated area,
the antenna distance is variable. The total aper-
ture (Ap) is then calculated by integrating the il-
luminated area and probability function of the oc-
currence of UHECRv events over the maximum ra-
dius that antenna can illuminate the Moon’s sur-
face. The details are illustrated in Fig.A.16 where
Rap = Rmoon . h/(Rmoon + h).[(1 + 2(Rmoon/h))
0.5]
Ap(E, f,Rap)CRv =
∫ Rap
0
A0(r).P (E, f, r)dr
(A.1)
f is frequency and A0(r) is the area on the
Moon’s surface with radius (r) that is illuminated
with antenna radiation beams. P (E, f, r) is a com-
plex function of the probability of the occurrence
of UHECv and UHECR events which are adapted
from (Gayley et al., 2009) and (Jeong et al., 2012)
respectively. P(E) UHECv for various distances
from the lunar surface and at both frequencies of
150 MHz and 1.5 GHz are plotted in Fig.A.17
For calculation of aperture of UHECv events for
lunar lander observation, the effect of sub-regolith
is also taken into account.
EmaxReg. = 0.0845 . (10
−6(1/d) . (Es) . (fGHz).10−18)
. (1 + ((fGHz)/2.32))
−1.23
Emaxsub = 0.0569 . (10
−6(1/d) . (Es) . (fGHz).10−18)
. (1 + ((fGHz)/2.38))
−1.23
Where:
Esub = att . Emaxsub
Es = 0.2× E(eV ) for Neutrinos
tanδ = 0.01 Loss Tangent
 = 3 Dielectric Constant forMoon
λ = 3× 108/f λ isWavelength of Observation
Ds = λ/(pi . δ . ()0.5) Ds : SkinDepth
hmax = 10 m Thickness of Lunar Regolith
att = exp(−hmax/Ds)Attenuation of Radiation
(A.2)
Here EmaxReg. is the maximum electric field of
Askaryan radiation generated in the lunar regolith.
Emaxsub is the maximum electric field of Askaryan
radiation generated in the sub-regolith. The elec-
tric field of sub-regolith events at the antenna point
(Esub) is calculated with considering the attenua-
tion due to the passage of the signal through 10
m regolith. fGHz is the frequency of observation
in GHz. EmaxReg and Emaxsub are taken from
(James and Protheroe, 2009). Emax is used in cal-
culation of P (E, f, r). The total aperture then be-
comes the sum of apertures of regolith and sub-
regolith.
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Radio Emission Characteristics Dominant Frequency Spectrum
Lunar dust and charged particles Nearby antenna surface emission kHz
(Micro) Meteorites Nearby antenna surface emission MHz-GHz
Sky radio sources (Sun, Planets) Strong point sources kHz-MHz
Terrestrial noise (AKR,RFI) On Earth visibility kHz-MHz
Galactic background noise Global emission MHz
UHECR Lunar surface(horizontal angles) MHz-GHz
UHECv Lunar surface and regolith MHz-GHz
Table 4: Radio emission in the lunar environment
Typical parameters of a helical antenna in the presence of a ground plane
Frequency(F) 1.5 GHz
Bandwidth (BW) 1348 MHz-1668 MHz 320 MHz
Number of turns(N) 5
Spacing between turns(S) 0.2λ 4cm
Circumference of Helix (C) λ 0.2m
Input Impedance 140C/λ 140 Ω
HPBW (Degrees) 52λ1.5/[C(NS)0.5] 52
Directivity 15NC2S/λ3 11.76dBi
Operation mode Axial Circular polarization
Table 5: Typical parameters of a helical antenna in the presence of a ground plane calculated (Kraus and Marhefka, 2002) for
the central frequency of 1.5 GHz.
Figure 14: A block diagram of basic system requirements for a lunar UHECRv radio experiment
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Figure 15: A flowchart of lunar UHECRv radio experiments
Figure A.16: An illustration of UHECRv aperture on the Moon’s surface. Rmoon: Radius of Moon (1738 km), h: Antenna
distance from the Moon’s surface, Rap: Radius of Aperture, d: Maximum distance of antenna from Aperture
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Figure A.17: The probability function, P(E), of detection of UHECV events for lunar experiments at frequencies of 150 MHz
(top) and 1.5 GHz. P(E)v is plotted for antenna 3m above the Moon’s surface (lander), 100 km (lunar orbiter) and Earth-based
array. System parameters are shown in table 1 and table 2
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